Sample Outline  Cause/Effect Essay

I Intro:
   Lead:  ........................................................................................................

   Thesis Statement:
   .......................................................is a big problem in Thailand/modern society etc.
   Or
   These days many people like to..............................................................

   Guide:
   There are three main causes of.................in .................:_____________,
   ________________, and__________________.
   Or
   There are three main effects of.................in .................:_____________,
   ________________, and__________________.
   Or
   There are three main reasons why people like to.........................,
   ________________, ________________, and__________________.

II One cause of /effect of/ reason why......................................................
   1. Support/example 1

   2. Support/example 2

III Another cause of /effect of/ reason
why..................................................
   3. Support/example 1

   4. Support/example 2

IV A third cause of /effect of/ reason why..................................................
   5. Support/example 1

   6. Support/example 2

V Conclusion (suggest a solution)
In Conclusion..........................................................